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Simple and efficient LZW-compressed multiple pattern matching Pawel Gawrychowski? Institute of Computer Science, University of Wroclaw, Poland Max-Planck-Institute f¨ ur Informatik, Saarbr¨ ucken, Germany [email protected]



Abstract. We consider a natural variant of the classical multiple pattern matching problem: given a Lempel-Ziv-Welch representation of a stringPt[1 . . N ] and a collection of (uncompressed) patterns p1 , p2 , . . . , p` with i |pi | = M , does any of pi occur in t? It is known that extending a single pattern algorithm of Amir, Benson and Farach [2] gives a running time of O(n + M 2 ) for the more general case [9]. We prove that in fact it is possible to achieve O(n log M + M ) or O(n + M 1+ ) complexity. While not linear, running time of our solutions matches the previously known bounds for the single pattern case. Moreover, they are very simple (even compared to the single pattern solutions), making them good candidates for real-life applications: the only nontrivial components are suffix array and constant time range minimum queries (plus any balanced binary search trees, which can hardly be considered nontrivial). Key-words: multiple pattern matching, compression, Lempel-Ziv-Welch
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Introduction



Pattern matching is the most natural problem concerning processing text data. It has been thoroughly studied, and many different linear time solutions are known, starting from the well-known Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm [10]. While it might seem that the existence of a linear time [4,10,11], constant space [7], and constant delay [6] solutions means that the question is completely solved, this is not quite the case. Whenever we must store a lot of text data, we store it in a compressed representation. This suggest a natural research direction: could we process this compressed representation without wasting time (and space) to uncompress it? Or, in other words, can we use the high compression ratio to accelerate the computation? In turns out that for pattern matching and some compression methods, the answer is yes. For the case of Lempel-Ziv-Welch [12] compressed text, there are two algorithms given by Amir, Benson, and Farach [2]: one with a O(n+m2 ) running time, and one with O(n log m+m), where m is the length of the pattern and n the size of the compressed representation of a text t[1 . . N ]. Farach and Thorup [5] considered the more general case of Lempel-Ziv ?
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compression, and developed a (randomized) O(n log2 N n + m) time algorithm. When the compression used is Lempel-Ziv-Welch, their complexity reduces to O(n log N n +m). In a recent paper we proved that in fact it is possible to achieve a (deterministic) linear running time for this case [8]. A natural research direction is to consider multiple pattern matching, where instead of just one pattern we are given their collection p1 , p2 , . . . , p` (which, for example, can be a set of forbidden words from a dictionary), and we should check if any of them occurs in the text. It is known that extending one of the algorithms given by Amir et al. results in a O(n + M 2 ) running P time for multiple Lempel-Ziv-Welch-compressed pattern matching, where M = i |pi | [9]. It seems realistic that the set of the patterns is very large, and hence M 2 addend in the running time might be substantially larger than n. In this paper we prove that in fact it is possible to achieve O(n log M + M ) or O(n + M 1+ ) complexity for this problem. While such running time is not linear, it matches the previously known bounds for the single pattern case, and are achieved using very simple tools. The main tool in our algorithms is reducing the problem to simple purely geometrical questions on an integer grid.
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Preliminaries



P` Let M = i=1 |pi | be the total size of all patterns. We assume that the alphabet Σ is either constant (which is the simple case) or consist of integers which can be sorted in linear time. We consider strings over Σ given in a LempelZiv-Welch compressed form which are represented as a sequence of codewords where a codeword is either a single letter, or a previously occurring codeword concatenated with a single character. This additional character is not given explicitly: we define it as the first character of the next codeword, and initialize the set of codewords to contain all single characters in the very beginning (this is a technical details which is not important to us). The resulting compression method enjoys a particularly simple encoding/decoding process, but unfortu√ nately requires outputting at least Ω( N ) codewords. Still, its simplicity and good compression ratio achieved on real life instances make it an interesting model to work with. For the rest of the paper we will use LZW when referring to Lempel-Ziv-Welch compression. We use the following notion for a string w: prefix(w) is the longest prefix of w which is a suffix of some pattern, suffix(w) is the longest suffix of w which is a prefix of some pattern, and wr is its reversal. To prove the main theorem we need to design a few data structures. To simplify the exposition we use the notion of a hf (M ), g(M )i structure meaning that after a f (M ) time preprocessing we are able to execute one query in g(M ) time. If such structure is offline, we are able execute a sequence of t queries in total f (M ) + tg(M ) time. Similarly, a hf (M ), g(M )i dynamic structure allows updates in f (M ) time and queries in g(M ) time. It is persistent if updating creates a new copy instead of modifying the original data.
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We will extensively use the suffix tree T and the suffix array built for concatenation of all patterns separated by a special character $ (which does not occur in either the text nor any pattern, and is smaller than any original letter) which we call A: A = p1 $p2 $ . . . $p`−1 $p` Similarly, T r is the suffix tree built for the reversed concatenation Ar : Ar = pr` $pr`−1 $ . . . $pr2 $pr1 Both suffix arrays are enriched with range minimum query structures enabling us to compute the longest common prefix and suffix of any two substrings in constant time. Lemma 1 (see [3]). Given an array t[1 . . n] we can build in linear time and space a range minimum query structure RMQ(t) which allows computing the maximum t[k] over all k ∈ {i, i + 1, . . . , j} for a given i, j in constant time. Lemma 2 (see [3]). A can be preprocessed in linear time so that given any two fragments A[i . . i + k] and A[j . . j + k] we can find their longest common prefix (suffix) in constant time. A snippet is any substring of any pattern pi [j . . k]. We represent it as a triple (i, j, k). Given such triple, we would like to retrieve the corresponding (explicit or implicit) node in the suffix tree (or reversed suffix tree) efficiently. hf (M ), g(M )i locator allows g(M ) time retrieval after a f (M ) time preprocessing. Lemma 3. hO(M ), O(log M )i locator exists. Proof. hO(M log M ), O(log M )i is very simple to implement: for each vertex of the suffix tree we construct a balanced search tree containing all its ancestors sorted according to their depths. Constructing the tree for a vertex requires inserting just one new element into its parent tree (note that most standard balanced binary search trees can be made persistent so that inserting a new number creates a new copy and does not destroy the old one) and so the whole construction takes O(M log M ) time. This is too much by a factor of log M , though. We use the standard micro-macro tree decomposition to remove it. The suffix tree is partitioned into small subtrees by choosing at most logMM macro nodes such that after removing them we get a collection of connected components of at most logarithmic size. Such partition can be easily found in linear time. Then for each macro node we construct a binary search tree containing all its macro ancestors sorted according to their depths. There are just logMM macro nodes so the whole preprocessing is linear. To find the ancestor v at depth d we first retrieve the lowest macro ancestor u of v by following at most log M edges up from v. If none of the traversed vertices is the answer, we find the macro ancestor of u of largest depth not smaller than d using the binary search tree in O(log M ) time. Then retrieving the answer requires following at most log M edges up from u. t u
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To improve the query time in the above lemma we need to replace the balanced search tree. hf (M ), g(M )i dynamic dictionary stores a subset S of {0, . . . , M − 1} so that we can add or remove elements in O(M  ) time, and check if a given x belongs to S (and if so, retrieve its associated information) or find its successor and predecessor in O(1) time. Lemma 4. hO(M  , O(1)i persistent dynamic dictionary exists for any  > 0.



Proof. Choose an integer k ≥ 1 . The idea is to represent the numbers in base 1 B = M k and store them in a trie of depth k. At each vertex we maintain a table child[0 . . B −1] with the i-th element containing the pointer to the corresponding child, if any. This allows efficient checking if a given x belongs to the current set (we just inspect at most k vertices and at each of them use the table to retrieve the next one in constant time). Note that we do not create a vertex if its corresponding tree is empty. To find the successor (or predecessor) efficiently, we maintain at each vertex two additional tables next[0 . . B − 1] and prev[0 . . B − 1] where next[i] is the smallest j ≥ i such that child[j] is defined and prev[i] is the largest j ≤ i such that child[j] is defined. Using those tables the running time becomes O(k) = O(1). Whenever we add or remove an element, we must recalculate the tables at all vertices from the traversed path. Its length is k and each table is of size B so the updates require O(kB) = O(M 1+ ) time. Note that the whole structure is easily made persistent as after each update we create a new copy of the traversed path and do not modify any other vertices. t u 



 1+ Lemma 5. O(M ), O(1) locator exists for any  > 0. Proof. The idea is the same as in Lemma 3: for each vertex of the suffix tree we construct a structure containing all its ancestors sorted according to their depths. Note that the depth are smaller than M so we can apply Lemma 4. The total construction time is M O(M  ) = O(M 1+ ) and answering a query reduces to one predecessor lookup. t u We assume the following preprocessing for both the suffix tree and the reversed suffix tree. Lemma 6. A suffix tree built for a text of length M can be preprocessed in linear time so that given an implicit or explicit vertex v we can retrieve its preand post-order numbers (pre(v) and post(v), respectively) in the uncompressed version of the tree in constant time.
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Overview of the algorithm



We are given a sequence of blocks, each block being either a single letter, or a previously defined block concatenated with a single letter. For each block we would like to check if the corresponding word occurs in any of the patterns, and if not, we would like to find its longest suffix (prefix) which is a prefix (suffix) of any of the patterns. First we consider all blocks at once and for each of them compute its longest prefix which occurs in some pi .
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Lemma 7. Given a LZW compressed text we can compute for all blocks the corresponding snippet (if any) and the longest prefix which is a suffix of some pattern in total linear time. Proof. The idea is the same as in the single pattern case [8]: intersect the suffix tree and the trie defined by all blocks at once. t u To compute the longest suffix which is a prefix of some pattern, we would like to use the Aho-Corasick automaton built for all p1 , p2 , . . . , pk , which is a standard multiple pattern matching tool [1]. Recall that its state set consists of all unique prefixes pi [1 . . j] organized in a trie. Additionally, each v stores the so-called failure link failure(v), which points to the longest proper suffix of the corresponding word which occurs in the trie as well. If the alphabet is of constant time, we can afford to build and store the full transition function of such automaton. If the alphabet is of non-constant size, without losing the generality we can assume that it consists of integers {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. In such case it is not clear if we can afford to store the full transition function. Nevertheless, storing the trie and all failure links are enough to navigate in amortized constant time per letter. This is not enough for our purposes, though, as we need a worst case bound. We start with building the trie and computing the failure links. This is trivial to perform in linear time after constructing the reversed suffix tree: each state is a (implicit or explicit) node of the tree with an outgoing edge starting with $. Its failure link is simply the lowest ancestor corresponding to such node as well. The depending on the preprocessing allowed we get two time bounds. Lemma 8. Given a LZW compressed text we can compute for all blocks the longest suffix which is a prefix of some pattern in total time O(n + M 1+ ) for any  > 0. 



 Proof. At each vertex we create a O(m1+ ), O(1) persistent dynamic dictionary. To create the dictionary for v we take the dictionary stored at failure(v) and update it by inserting all edges outgoing from v. There are at most M updates to all dictionaries, each of them taking O(M  ) time, and then any query is answered in constant time, resulting in the claimed bound. t u Lemma 9. Given a LZW compressed text we can compute for all blocks the longest suffix which is a prefix of some pattern in total time O(n log M + M ). Proof. For a vertex v consider the sequence of its ancestors failure(v), failure2 (v), failure3 (v), . . . . To retrieve the transition δ(v, c) we should find the first vertex in this sequence having an outgoing edge starting with c. For each different character c we build a separate structure S(c) containing all intervals [pre(v), post(v)] for v having an outgoing edge starting with c, where pre(v) and post(v) are the pre- and post-order numbers of v in a tree defined by the failure links (i.e., failure(v) is the parent of v there). Then to to calculate δ(v, c) we should locate the smallest interval containing pre(v) in S(c). By implementing S(v) as a balanced search tree we get the claimed bound. t u
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Hence we reduced the original problem to multiple pattern matching in a collection of sequences of snippets. To solve the latter, we try to simulate the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm on each of those sequences. Of course we cannot afford to process the snippets letter-by-letter, and hence must develop efficient procedures operating on whole snippets. A high level description of the algorithm is given in Multiple-pattern-matching. prefixer and detector are low-level procedures which will be developed in the next section. Note that instead of constructing the set P we could call detector(t, pk ) directly but then its implementation would have to be online, and that seems difficult to achieve in the hO(M ), O(log M )i variant. Algorithm 1 Multiple-pattern-matching(p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9:
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P ←∅ t ← p1 for k = 2, 3, . . . , n do add (t, pk ) to P t ← prefixer(t, pk ) end for for all (s1 , s2 ) ∈ P do detector(s1 , s2 ) end for



Multiple pattern matching in a sequence of snippets



A hf (M ), g(M )i prefixer is a data structure which preprocesses the collection of patterns in f (M ) time so that given any two snippets we can compute the longest suffix of their concatenation which is a prefix of some pattern in g(M ) time. Lemma 10. hO(M ), O(log M )i prefixer exists. Proof. Let the two snippets be s1 and s2 . First note that using Lemma 2 we can compute the longest common prefix of sr2 sr1 and a given suffix of Ar in constant time. Hence we can apply binary search to find the (lexicographically) largest suffix of Ar which either begins with sr2 sr1 or is (lexicographically) smaller in O(log M ) time. Given this suffix Ar [i . . |Ar |] we compute ` = |LCP(|srs sr1 |, Ar [i . . |Ar |])| and apply Lemma 3 to retrieve the ancestor v of Ar [i . . |Ar |] at depth ` in O(log M ) time. The longest prefix we are looking for corresponds to an ancestor u of v which has at least one outgoing edge starting with $. Observe that such u must be explicit as there are no $ characters on the root-to-v path. This means that we can apply a simple linear time preprocessing to compute such u for each possible explicit v in linear time. Then given a (possibly implicit) v we use the preprocessing to compute the u corresponding to the longest prefix in constant time, giving a O(log M ) total query time. t u
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 Lemma 11. O(M 1+ ), O(1) prefixer exists for any  > 0. Proof. For each pattern pi we consider all possibilities to cut it into two parts pi = pi [1 . . j]pi [j + 1 . . |pi |]. For each cut we locate vertex u corresponding to pi [1 . . j] in the reversed suffix tree and v to pi [j + 1 . . |pi |] in the suffix tree. By Lemma 5 it takes constant time and by Lemma 6 we can then compute pre(u), pre(v) and post(v). Then we add a horizontal segment {pre(u)}×[pre(v), post(v)] with weight j to the collection. Now consider a query consisting of two snippets s1 and s2 . First locate the vertex u corresponding to s1 in the reversed suffix tree and v to s2 in the suffix tree. Then construct a vertical segment [pre(u), post(u)] × {pre(v)} and observe that the query reduces to finding the heaviest horizontal segment in the collection it intersects (if there is none, we retrieve the lowest ancestor of v which has an outgoing edge starting with $, which can be precomputed in linear time), see Figure 1. Additionally, the horizontal segments are either disjoint or contained in each other. If the latter case, weight of the longer segment



is bigger than  weight of the shorter. To this end we prove that there exists a O(M 1+ ), O(1) structure for computing the heaviest horizontal segments intersected by a given vertical segments in such collection on a M 2 × M 2 grid.
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pi [j + 1..|pi |] Fig. 1. Reducing prefixer queries to segments intersection.



We sweep the grid from left to right maintaining a structure describing the currently active horizontal segments. The structure is based on the idea from Lemma 5 with k ≥ 2 . Each leaf corresponds to a different y coordinate and stores all active horizontal segments with this coordinate on stack, with the most recently encountered segment on top (because weights of intersecting segments
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are monotone with their lengths, it is also the heaviest segment). Each inner 2 vertex stores a table heaviest[0 . . M k ] with the i-th element containing the maximum weight in the subtree corresponding to the i-th leaf, if any. Additionally, a range minimum query structure RMQ(heaviest) is stored so that given any two indices i, j we can compute the maximum heaviest[k] over all k ∈ {i, i + 1, . . . , j} in constant time. Adding or removing an active segment require locating the corresponding stack and either pushing a new element or removing the topmost element. Then we must update the tables at all ancestors of the corresponding 2 leaf, which by Lemma 1 takes kO(M k ) = O(M 1+ ) time. Given a query, we first locate the appropriate version of the structure. Then we traverse the trie and find the heaviest intersected segment by asking at most 2k range minimum queries. t u A hf (M ), g(M )i detector is a data structure which preprocesses the collection of patterns in time f (M ) so that given any two snippets we can detect an occurrence of a pattern in a their concatenation in g(M ) time. Both implementation that we are going to develop are based on the same idea of reducing the problem to a purely geometric question on a M × M grid, similar to the one from Lemma 11. For each pattern pi we consider all possibilities to cut it into two parts pi = pi [1 . . j]pi [j + 1 . . |pi |]. For each cut we locate in constant time vertex u corresponding to pi [1 . . j] in the reversed suffix tree and v to pi [j + 1 . . |pi |] in the suffix tree. If both u and v are explicit vertices, add a rectangle [pre(u), post(u)] × [pre(v), post(v)] to the collection. Then given two snippets s1 and s2 detecting an occurrence in their concatenation reduces in constant time to retrieving any rectangle containing (pre(u), pre(v)) where u is the vertex corresponding to s1 in the reversed suffix tree and v to s2 in the suffix tree, see Figure 2. Note that the x and y projections of any two rectangles in the collection are either disjoint or contained in each other. Assuming no pattern occurs on another, no two rectangles are contained in each other. We call a collection with such two properties valid. Lemma 12. hO(M ), O(log M )i offline detector exists. Proof. Recall that in the offline version we are given all queries in an advance. We sweep the grid from left to right maintaining a structure describing currently intersected rectangles. At a high level the structure is just a full binary tree on M leaves corresponding to different y coordinates (and each inner vertex corresponding to an continuous interval of y coordinates). If we aim to achieve logarithmic time of both update and query, the implementation is rather straightforward. We want to achieve constant time update, though. Say that we encounter a new rectangle and need to insert an interval [y1 , y2 ] with y1 < y2 into the structure. We compute the lowest common ancestor v of the leaves corresponding to y1 and y2 in the tree (as the tree is full there exists a simple arithmetic formula for that) for [y1, y2 ]. v corresponds to an interval   `  and call v responsible   α2 , (α + 2)2` such that y1 ∈ α2` , (α + 1)2` and y2 ∈ (α + 1)2` , (α + 2)2` . For each inner vertex we store its interval stack. To insert [y1 , y2 ] we simply push it on the interval stack of the responsible vertex. Note that because the collection
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pi [j + 1..|pi |]



pi [1..j]



$



T



pi [1..j] pi [j + 1..|pi |] s1



s2



Fig. 2. Reducing detector queries to rectangles retrieval in a valid collection.



is valid, all intervals I1 , I2 , . . . , Ik stored on the same interval stack at a given moment are nested, i.e., I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Ik . To remove an interval we locate the responsible vertex and pop the topmost element from its interval stack. The only nontrivial part is detecting an interval containing a given point x. First traverse the path starting at the corresponding leaf. This gives us a sequence of log M interval stacks. Observe that for a fixed interval stack it is enough to check if its top element (if any) contains x, hence O(log M ) query time follows. t u 



 Lemma 13. O(M 1+ ), O(1) detector exists for any  > 0. Proof. We sweep the grid from left to right maintaining a structure describing currently intersected rectangles. The structure should allow adding or removing intervals from {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} and retrieving any interval containing a specified point. A straightforward use of the idea from Lemma 4 allows an efficient implementation of those operations in O(M 1+ ) and O(1) time, respectively. t u By plugging either Lemma 10 and Lemma 12 or Lemma 11 and Lemma 13 into Multiple-pattern-matching we get the main theorem. Theorem 1. Multiple pattern matching in a sequence of n snippets can be performed in O(n log M + M ) or O(n + M 1+ ) time, where M is the combined size of all patterns. By adding Lemma 7 and either Lemma 9 or Lemma 8 we get the claimed total running time of the whole solution. Theorem 2. Multiple pattern matching in LZW compressed texts can be performed in O(n log M + M ) or O(n + M 1+ ) time, where M is the combined size of all patterns and n size of the compressed representation.
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